Holiday activities Theatre and Nature
April 9 to 13, 2018

Camp responsible monitors: Angeline and Daria, accompanied by 2 interns

Angeline and Daria are both childhood educators. Angeline is trained in nature environmental education (SILVIVA) and Daria is a theatre and yoga teacher.

Phone # in case of emergency: Angeline 079 305 31 27 or Equality Office 078.629.53.28

Programme
The camp will take place at Anthropos Café (next to Eprouvette) at UNIL. The activities are held from 8.30 to 16.30, except on Friday (see below). The programme will be adapted according to children wishes, weather and the group dynamic.
It will be focused mainly around:

- Artistic activities around theater, mouvement and voice,
- Outside nature activities in the woods and in the close vicinity of the EPFL,
- Co-operative activities and “well being” (talking stick, yoga, massage (MISP))

On Friday afternoon a presentation for the parents is scheduled at 15.30

The Ecoline caterer will serve all lunches, either a hot meal or a picnic depending on the day’s activities.

Equipment List (We are not responsible for damage, theft or loss of items during the week of activities.)

- Inside clothes: comfortable clothing (legging or training), rhythmic slippers or non-slip socks
- Outside clothes (used clothes): clothes and shoes suitable for the weather, sun hat
- Morning and afternoon snacks
- A water bottle (gourde) and a small backpack for our outings outside
- Sun cream
- Medicine if necessary (on prescription)
- Optional: a book for our little temporary library or a tale to inspire our theatriacal explorations

The teachers are very much looking forward to spending this week with your children!